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Abstract—In this letter, we propose a differential amplify-andforward (AF) transmission scheme for a two-user cooperative communications system. By efficiently combining signals from both direct and relay links, the proposed scheme provides superior performance compared to those of direct transmissions with either
differential detection or coherent detection. While the exact biterror-rate (BER) formulation of the proposed scheme is not available currently, we provide, as a performance benchmark, an exact
BER formulation and its simple bounds for a case of optimumcombining cooperation system with differential M-ary phase-shift
keying (DMPSK) signals. The optimum power allocation is also
determined based on the provided BER formulations. We show
that the proposed differential cooperative transmission scheme together with the optimum power allocation yields comparable performance to the optimum-combining scheme. Simulation results
show that the proposed differential scheme with optimum power
allocation yields significant performance improvement over that
with an equal power allocation scheme.
Index Terms—Amplify-and-forward protocol, cooperative diversity, differential modulation, performance analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IFFERENTIAL detection together with the diversity combining technique is widely known as a mature technique
that provides a good tradeoff between receiver complexity and
performance. In differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) [1], efficient decoding relies on constant phase response of the channel
from one time sample to the next. Due to the ability to bypass
channel estimation at the receiver, the DPSK has been naturally
extended to further exploit spatial diversity in the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system [2], [3]. Recently, by taking advantage of the broadcasting nature of wireless networks, a novel
cooperative communications scheme [4], [5] was introduced to
explore the inherent spatial diversity through relay channels.
Recently, various cooperation protocols, e.g., amplify-andforward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) [4]–[7], have been
proposed for wireless networks. Most of the works in [4]–[7]
assume that the destination has perfect knowledge of channel
state information (CSI) of all transmission links. While in some
scenarios, e.g., the slow fading environment, the CSI is likely be
acquired by the use of pilot symbols, it may not be possible in the
fast fading environment. In addition, it is questionable how the
destination can obtain source-relay channel perfectly through
pilot signal forwarding without noise amplification. Moreover,
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the computational overhead for channel estimation increases in
proportional to the product of the number of transmit antennas
and the number of relaying nodes.
To overcome such problems, a specific two-hop relay system
using differential modulation has been investigated in [6]. Recently, a framework of noncoherent cooperative diversity has
been proposed in [8] for the DF protocol employing frequency
shift keying modulation. However, the framework does not fit
the DPSK and the AF cooperation protocol.
In this letter, we propose a differential transmission scheme
for the AF protocol in a two-user cooperative communications
system. The scheme efficiently combines signals from all
branches, in which only the long–term average of the received
signals is required. As a performance benchmark, we provide
an exact bit-error rate (BER) formulation and its simple bounds
for the optimum-combining cooperation system with differntial
M-ary PSK (DMPSK) signal. Based on the theoretical BER
benchmark, we are able to obtain the optimum power allocation, which can be used to further improve the performance of
the proposed scheme. Simulation results are shown to validate
our proposed schemes and support our theoretical analysis.
II. PROPOSED DIFFERENTIAL SCHEME
Consider a two-user cooperative communications system employing the AF protocol. For differential transmission, the information is conveyed in the difference of the phases of two
consecutive symbols. Specifically, information symbols to be
broadcasted by the source is given by
(1)
where
is a set of
information phases. In the case
of DMPSK,
can be specified as
for
. Instead of directly transmitting the information as in coherent transmission [4], [5], [7], the source node
differentially encodes the information symbol
as
(2)
is the differentially encoded
where is the time index, and
symbol to be transmitted at time . In the AF protocol, signal
transmissions can be separated into two phases, and signals of
all users are transmitted through orthogonal channels by using
TDMA, FDMA, or CDMA schemes [4], [5].
In Phase 1, the source sends out the symbol
with transmit
power . The corresponding received signals at the destination
and the relay nodes can be expressed as
(3)
and
(4)
respectively. Here,
and
represent the channel coefficients from the source to the destination and that from the source
to the relay, whereas
and
are additive noise.
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In Phase 2, the relay amplifies the received signal and forwards it to the destination with transmit power . The received
signal at the destination can be modeled as

and
, the instantaWith the optimum weights
neous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the combiner output
[10], where
is

(5)
where
represents normalized transmit power,
is the
channel coefficient from the relay to the destination, and
is
additive noise. In the Rayleigh fading environment, the channel
coefficients
, and
can be modeled as independent
zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variances
and
, respectively. All of the fading coefficients
are unknown to either the transmitter or the receiver, and they
are assumed to be approximately the same over two symbol
and
are modeled as indepenperiods. The noise
dent complex Gaussian random variables with zero means and
. To ensure that the average transmit power of the
variances
is specified as
relay node is , the normalized power

and

(6)

and

where the variance
can be obtained from long-term average
of the received signals. The normalized power in (6) differs
from its coherent counterpart in that the latter uses instantaneous
, instead of
.
fading amplitude, i.e.,
At the destination, the received signal from the source
through direct transmission in Phase 1
and that from the
are combined together, and then the
relay in Phase 2
combined output is differentially decoded. Based on the multichannel differentially coherent detection [9], the combined
signal prior to differential decoding is
(7)
where the coefficients

and

are given by

(8)

in which the time index is omitted in this section to simplify
the notations. By using the BER expression for two-channel
DMPSK in [1], the conditional BER is given by
(11)
where
(12)

(13)
Here,
is a constant in which and depend on modulation size, specifically,
and
for DBPSK
modulation and
and
for DQPSK
modulation [1]. The values of and for larger modulation sizes
can be obtained by using the result in [9]. Averaging the conditional BER over the Rayleigh fading channels
and
results in the average BER
(14)
where
denotes the MGF of
the SNR for
. The BER formulation in (14) can be
further calculated as follows.
and
For Rayleigh independent fading channels,
areindependentexponentialrandomvariableswithparameter
and
, respectively. Thus, we have
(15)

respectively. Without acquiring CSI, the decoder uses the sufficient statistics given in (7) to decode information as
Re

(9)

. Observe that
where
pends on both
and
. By averaging over
after some manipulations, we can express
as

de,

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
While the exact BER formulation that is applicable for
the multichannel differential scheme with arbitrary-weight
combining as in (8) is currently not available, we provide a
BER formulation for an ideal maximum ratio combining that is
obtained by using the optimum weights [10]

(16)
where
(17)

(10)
Even though the optimum weights are not practical for the proposed scheme since they rely on the CSI
, the performance
evaluation based on such optimum weights can be used as a performance benchmark. We will show in the next section that the
performance of the proposed scheme with optimum power allocation is close to the ideal combining benchmark.

in which
is given by
. Finally,
by substituting (15) and (16) into (14), we obtain a BER expression that involves only double integration. In what follows, we
can further obtain single-integral BER lower bound, single-integral BER upper bound, and their corresponding simple BER
approximations that involve no integration.
The BER expression in (14) can be upper bounded by
bounding
in (16). We can see from (17) that
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reaches its minimum value when
at
, i.e.,
minimum value of
is given by
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attains its maximum
. Accordingly, the

(18)
Substituting
given by

in (16) with

, the BER upper bound is

(19)
is a conin which
stant that can be easily obtained for any given values of
and
. The upper bound
in (19) involves only single integration, and it is simpler than the exact BER provided in (14).
To get more insights, we further simplify the BER upper
bound in (19) as follows. For high enough SNR, we can ignore
all 1’s in the denominator of (19). This results in
(20)
where

Fig. 1. Cooperative communication system with DQPSK signals
=  = 1; P =P = 0:7; and P =P = 0:3.





=

mark for our proposed scheme. In addition, the BER upper bound
and lower bound together with their simple approximations are
close to the performance benchmark. Moreover, the optimum
power allocation based on the BER approximations can be used
to further improve the performance of the proposed scheme.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

is a constant that depends on modulation size.
The BER lower bound can be obtained in a similar way as
reaches its
the case of the BER upper bound. In this case,
maximum value when
attains its minimum at
,
i.e.,
. Accordingly, the maximum value
of
is given by

(21)
Therefore, the lower bound is given by

(22)
is a conin which
stant that can be easily obtained for any given values of
and
.
By ignoring all 1’s in the denominator of (22), the resulting
BER approximation of (22) can be expressed as
(23)
The approximated BER in (23) is tight at high SNR. We will
show in the simulation results that the lower bound and its
simple approximation are tight in a high SNR region.
Based on the analysis in this section, we will show in the next
section that the BER expression provides a performance bench-

We perform computer simulations for the two-user cooperation
systems employing the AF protocol with DQPSK signals. The
channel fading coefficients are independent between communication links but time correlated according to the Jakes’ model
[11], in which the Doppler frequency is
Hz and normalized fading parameter is
, where
is the
sampling period. The noise variance is unity
. We plot
the performance curves in terms of average BER versus
,
where is the total transmit power. We assume that the power
allocation at the source and relay nodes is fixed as
.
Fig. 1 compares simulated performances of the proposed differential cooperative scheme to differential direct transmission
and its coherent counterpart. The channel variances are chosen as
, and power ratios are given by
and
. For fair comparison in terms of bandwidth efficiency, we simulate the direct transmission schemes with DBPSK
signals. It is apparent that the proposed differential cooperative
scheme achieves higher diversity orders than the DBPSK with
direct transmission at high SNRs. We observe about a 4 dB
performance gain at a BER of
. In addition, at SNRs higher
than 22 dB, the proposed differential scheme outperforms the
directly transmitted BPSK with coherent detection.
We illustrate in Fig. 2 the theoretical BER benchmark in comparison to the simulated performance of our proposed scheme
in the case of
and
and
. We can see that the BER expression with optimum
weights in (10) is close to the simulated performance of the proposed scheme. The upper bound (19) and its simple approximation (20) are asymptotically parallel to the exact BER benchmark. The lower bound in (22) is tight to the simulated performance and the exact BER benchmark. The simple approximate
BER in (23) is loose at low SNR but asymptotically tight in the
reasonably high SNR range.
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We numerically find the optimum power allocation based
on the BER benchmark at an SNR of 20 dB. Fig. 3 depicts
performances of the proposed scheme and the benchmark
scheme when the power is optimally allocated. We consider
the scenarios when all channel variances are unity and when
and
. We can see that regardless of
the channel conditions, both schemes yield comparable performances, which are close to the theoretical BER benchmark.
This interesting result provides a key concept in allocating
power among users. Specifically, in order to balance the link
qualities, lower power should be allocated to the link with larger
channel variance, while higher power should be put in the link
with smaller channel variance. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the
and
yields the improvement of about 1.4
power loading
dB at a BER of
over the one with equal power allocation.
V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 2. Theoretical BER benchmark and the simulated performance of the
=  =  = 1.
proposed scheme 

We proposed a differential AF scheme for a two-user cooperative communications system. The proposed scheme with DQPSK
signals provided a 4 dB performance improvement at a BER of
over that of the DBPSK direct transmission scheme. In
comparison to the coherent detection without relay, the proposed
schemeprovidedapracticalalternativewithlowercomplexityand
simpler implementation. In addition, simulation results showed
that the performance of the proposed scheme is superior to that of
direct transmission with coherent detection at SNRs higher than
22 dB. This is due to the fact that the cooperative communications
provide more diversity gain than the direct transmission schemes.
WhiletheBERanalysisoftheproposedschemeisnottractable,we
provided the exact BER expression based on optimum combining
weights, and it is considered as a performance benchmark for our
proposed scheme. By using the optimum power allocation based
on the provided BER expression, the proposed scheme is able to
achieve comparable performance to the benchmark scheme in
any channel variances of all links. Moreover, the performance of
optimum power strategy outperforms that of equal power scheme
.
of about 1.4 dB at a BER of
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